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THE QUESTION OF OPTIMIZATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL MANEUVER OF ORBITAL

APPARATUS IN THE ATMOSPHERE.

V. T. Pashintsev.
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Page 2.

SUMMARY.

Is examined the problem of the aerodynamic rotation of the plane

of the motion of the flight vehicle, which realizes deorbit of ISZ

[4C3 - artificial earth satellite] into the dense layers of the

atmosphere, with its subsequent escape to assigned flight altitude

above certain fixed/recorded by point earth's surface. Are indicated

the sufficiently simple methods of the construction of the

approximate program of control by roll attitude, that makes it

possible to satisfy limitations to finite values of phase

coordinates.

9J
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Page 3.

Introduction.

The study of a question about the optimal control of the orbital

apparatus, which accomplishes three-dimensional/space maneuver in the

atmosphere, is of interest in connection with the fact that the use

of lift-drag ratio on the apparatuses of this type makes it possible

to considerably widen the possibilities of their use/application,

also, in a number of cases to substantially decrease the

general/common/total power expenditures, required for the rotation of

the plane of the motion of apparatus,, in particular on the rotation

of the plane of initial orbit [1].

The efficiency of the use of aerodynamic forces for the

accomplishment of the maneuver of orbital apparatus, until now, was

studied, as a rule, in connection with the problem about the rotation

of the orbital plane. Power expenditures, required for the

accomplishment of maneuver, were evaluated according to the value of

ideal velocity, necessary for the compensation for aerodynamic drag.

It was established/installed, that the aerodynamic method of the

rotation of the orbital plane proves to be energetically more

advantageous in comparison with rocket-dynamics at the angles of
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rotation, which exceed Ai=70 -90 , and as the approximate law of

control of attitude of roll 7 with a sufficient accuracy can be

accepted program 7=const.

In the present work the aerodynamic maneuver of orbital

apparatus (Fig. 1) in the initial phase of trajectory of deorbit,

which is characterized by the presence of intense reflections from

the dense layers of the atmosphere, is investigated. In this case the

use of engine thrust is excluded.

j/.
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/
47

""V

--- gcJobvA' qI~a,7

Fig. 1. Profile of maneuver.

Key: (1). Terrestrial track of initial orbit. (2). Terrestrial track

of trajectory. (3). initial orbit. (4). conditioLal boundary of the

atmosphere.

Page 4.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.

In spherical-high-speed coordinate system without taking into

account the rotation of the Earth the equations of motion of

(--N
),
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apparatus, which possesses lift-drag ratio, take the following form:

dV _ 0a V2giG
dt

d, ,[g 2  1d6=- go .p V, Cos-- g- CosO (a)
d__h =Vsln e; (I

dt

dh I ' Vn V2 cos, I
dt V cos r cos qg?

d. Vcosesin .
dt r

i Vcos0cos .s
Iit rcos'p

where

- -S __S

:i - ' = G 'P==pe,

r=R +lh, g~go--. R ,637I,2t1I0",,

g,=9,81 x,'cex', z= 7000 L-

- heading/course angle between the projection of velocity

vector on the plane of the local horizon and the parallel,

0, - geographic latitude and longitude/length,

7 - attitude of roll of the apparatus (positive value 7

contributes to an increase of 7).

Let us note that the motion of apparatus in the plane of

scanning/sweep, described by subsystem (la), does not depend on the
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angle of bank.

Let us assume to the piecewise-continuous control 7(t) the

limitation of the form

I mi < ,ws (2)

is superimposed, and the functional, maximized on the final

diversity, isolated in the phase space by equations?(tJ)- 0;

(t) - 0= (3)

is certain value (0-O,

S( ) - ? [V (t,, e (t,). -q(t,)). (4)

The control 7(t), which maximizes 1(7) with the the free t,, and

also the free moment/torque t, of the descent of apparatus from the

orbit, we will call optimum, and the corresponding phase trajectory

x(t), which satisfies conditions (3),-extremal.

Page 5.

APPROXIMATE PROGRAM OF CONTROL OF ROLL ATTITUDE.

We will use conventional assumptions [2], connected with the

assumption of the smallness of angle 8(t) and the smallness of flight

altitude h(t) in comparison with a radius R Earth:

sin6-0; cosS-I; r-R. (5)
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Passing to the new independent variable/alternating/variable

angular flying range s, with the help of relationship/ratio

ds=(V/R)dt let us convert system of equations of motion (1) taking

into account (5) to the following form:

V- - a, p V,

1 -- a p sin- cos q tg ;

c= p - sin •

=COS 1'
Cos
R

V

where

a,= go-- a. =go a'- k)422 g2 axR; = 0

Entering in accordance with the principle of L. S. Pontriagin's

maximum [3], [4], let us register the function of Hamilton H and the

conjugated/combined system of equations:

H (p, x,, 1) - (pe cos r+ p, sin T) a, p-pv a. p V+ ph RO+
gR ~~cos + psi 1 7+~~~ ~ P' Co+P g P PIC sh
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2gR

p. p, R,
P,= -P, a. Vzp + (p, cos+ p, sin) ay pz,

Csn - OCSj (8)P := -- I sin 7 1 ? + ,, si 7 -_ .P Cos T",
Cos

I 1 cos -q sinp9. = P', COS -o: Cos%

po ==0.

Optimal control 7 on open set of the allowed values is

determined from conditions [33:

S• Io : c s0  __ _ _ - 'I - (9

where(9

Page 6.

Taking into account that in the problem N~(p}!x5 .)}-O R=const in

question, from (7) and (8) it is not difficult to obtain the

relationships/ratios following equivalent between themselves:
-. , " :L. . . , " " ' - . , ; ' ..' ' - -

where

pi= paRz6+ p z V-1 - zq; (12

q--p,,cos-%tg? +px - +p,slnj, Rz-= const. (13)
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Equation (11) in the range of the velocities, which do not

exceed circular (V<v'-g7, describes the process of forced

oscillations.

In connection with this function Pes and consequently

(according to (10)], and functior ph(s) they oscillate about the zero

values. Therefore, using certain averaged value of function p,(s), it

is possible to obtain the approximate program of control of roll

attitude.

Actually/really, if, for example, value P, is determined from

condition (12), assuming/setting in the first approximation, p,(S)

constant,
q+p PRO (14)

VY

then formula for the approximate program of control of roll attitude

will take the following form:

V3 q + p,%cpRzb"
tg~ (je-- I)~ Rf (5

Comparison with the formula

gR _ P-1(16)

of that being determining the optimum program of roll attitude in the

mode/conditions of quasi-stationary gliding/planning (6=0) shows that
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the presence in denominator of expression (15) of value p~Jpz: gives

further information about a change in the instantaneous value of the

flight path angle 6(s). This, in turn, gives the further possibility

to actively affect the flight trajectory due to the appropriate

assignment in (15) of the ialue of free parameter Phc-

It is characteristic that, in contrast to (15), formula (16)

defines attitude of roll 7 at those points in the trajectory, in

which the second derivative of value P6, considered as the function of

argument x=ln V/V0 , takes zero values.

Page 7.

Actually/really, function ps(x) with V<y]/ satisfies with

respect to the variational equation of the form

+ a.p P a , (17)

and, therefore, at points in the trajectory, at which p;=0, value PS

is determined by the relationship/ratio
q

Use in formula (15) of the first integrals of system (6)

obtained by V. F. Illarionov (8) in the form
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P1 - sIn J
-- cos sin k -- p cos (X - i),

p -- sIIn~ cos (k__iJ)_- sin (k_-)'cosp sin? ( J
makes it possible to express the instantaneous value of the

approximate roll attitude in the function of phase zoordinates and

some constants of integration p-, p,, p , phc, determined from the

boundary conditions of problem at the j-end/lead of the trajectory.

The need for the integration of interconnected circuit in this case

completely is excluded.

One should say that during the determination of the approximate

law of control of attitude of roll according to formula (15), valid

for open set of the allowed values 7, limitation (2) can be performed

via usual "truncation" of value y.

FURTHER SIMPLIFICATIONS. STRUCTURE OF THE APPROXIMATE CONTROL OF THE

MODULUS OF ROLL ATTITUDE IN THE CLASS OF PIECEWISE CONSTANT

FUNCTIONS.

In spite of sufficient simplicity of formula (15), the

establishment of characteristic properties in the structure of

optimal control of roll attitude nevertheless remains difficult. In

connection with this let us pass to the examination of the
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approximate control in the class of the piecewise constant functions.

Let us consider the case of the single insertion/immersion of

apparatus in the atmosphere at first. We will count the initial orbit

of equatorial. Then latitude Q in (1) will characterize the

instantaneous value of the value of parallax relative to initial

orbit, the execution of the second of conditions (3) can be provided

with the appropriate selection of the moment/torque of the descent of

apparatus from orbit to.

m0

Will introduce into the examination the conditional boundary of

the atmosphere, which corresponds to certain height/altitude

h =k ,>- (19)

higher than which motion can be considered Keplerian. Let us take

condition (19) as the sign/criterion, determining end point of time

.-- ton the ascent path,.

Using formulas of Keplerian theory, the not difficult initial

problem of reducing to the problem of maximization on the boundary of

the atmosphere (at moment/torque --tj) of the functional of the form

when the limitation of the form is present,

, - .(21)

(VX
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Page 8.

Thus, let us consider the atmospheric trajectory phase, in which

we will assume/set the effect of aerodynamic forces predominating

over all remaining forces, which function on the apparatus, and we

will consider that the angles n and o of three-dimensional/space turn

in the limits of one immersion into the atmosphere are small:

stn,--j; cos -I;' sin?-?; cos?---. (22)

Under these conditions the system of equations (6) takes the

following form:

V=-apV,
6= apcos' (23a)

l I= a, p sin T, |( 23 6
= I

We will assume that the scalar function p(V(t,), e(t,), n(t,))

in (4), determined at end point of time t,, is such, that the

maximization of the final velocity V(t,) in the constant/invariable

ones 0(t,) and n(t,) continuously corresponds to the maximization of

functional 1(7). In that case as this is not difficult to show, the

solution of the initial problem about the maximization of functional

(20) under the condition of connection/communication (21) is found

among the solution set, which correspond to the problem about the

maximization of the velocity at the end of atmospheric section V. at
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height/altitude h=At with different fixed values of final parameters

es.,7 and k. In connection with this the unknown solution can be found

with the method of the parametric optimization of values ,, and .

We will use this fact and let us consider the case of "small"

optimum (required) angles j&(rh,?j of the aerodynamic rotation of the

plane of motion, which do not exceed in the modulus/module of the

corresponding angles of rotation i, obtained in the problem about

maximization Vk at height/altitude h-hi in free parameters li, and ?.

constant/invariable parameter Ok and constant attitude of roll 7.

Thus,

I ai, opIt 2 . (24)

In this case reaching/achievement of fixed/recorded parameters

I1 and ?k can be, obviously, provided without the further expenditures

of energy due to the appropriate programming of the angle of the bank

(exchange of sign 7 does not affect motion in the plane of

scanning/sweep).

Taking into account of the aforesaid, value % and a in (6) it is

possible to unfasten and subsequently to examine only system of

equations
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V= - a. pV,

= a, cos , (2)
p -- Rzp.

Let us note that since the trajectory of apparatus, which is

characterized by reflection from the dense layers of atmosphere

(8>0), interests us, we will assume that the value maximum on the

modulus/module of roll attitude does not exceed certain limiting

value ,

I~azI.- -', < - (26)
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Page 9.

Accepting as the argument the monotonically increasing variable

6(s), we convert system (25) to the form:

dinV 
d6 kcos"

dp ze (27)
d6=- a, kcos-

As a result we come to the following task: it is necessary to

determine the control 7 on set of allowed values (26), which

maximizes functional lnV, at the fixed final values

variable/alternating/variable P and 9, equal to
P"- P', ep 6*.

Initial parameters V,, 0, and p, are assigned.

According to the principle of L. S. Pontriagin's maximum, the

function of Hamilton and the conjugated/combined system of equations

take the following form:

H=- p,+p, a kcos(

P= 0; P2 =o. (29)

Constant in (29) value p, which corresponds to coordinate InV.
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let us assign as follows:

p, const < 0. (30)

Then optimality condition of control 7, which consists of the

miniinizaticn of Hamilton's function H (7), takes the form:

/J.. jn" (6) <o0, (
I~p, ( J.i. -npH 15 (6) >0,

Key: (1). with.

where
(32)

there is a function of the changeover of control 7.

To the moment/torque of the changeover of boundary 171

corresponds certain value of argument, determined from the condition

of equality to zero functions of changeover of the formula

_, a. (33)

From formula (33) taking into account (30) it follows that

4 <0 CyH P2<O,

>. 0 UpH p,>O. (34)

Key: (1). with.

Page 10.
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If we now take into account that to the condition of the

positiveness of the function of changeover it corresponds:

6(5) >- HP2 <01
CO npR p , >O,

Key: (1). with.

that of (30), (34) and (35) easily is established that independent of

1p21 the minimum on the modulus/module roll attitude is optimum on

the ascent path [8(s)t.0] when p2 <0. But if p 2 >0, then attitude of

roll tl'I--mis optimum respectively on the descending branch of

trajectory [8(s),<0].

We will consider that 1T1,ia=0. Then taking into account the

uniqueness of the moment/torque of the changeover of limiting angle

of bank from the aforesaid easily is established/installed the

following structure of optimal in (25) control of the modulus/module

of attitude of roll (Fig. 2):

(F,

P,<o, 0 n0,<H 6. () <8;
> f0 nri . 8 (s) O; (,) ,

p,>0. T aat 0 0H (37(s) .)

Key: (1). with.

In each specific case the optimality of one or the other type of
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control is determined by the boundary conditions of task.

It is possible to show that the physical sense of parameter p,

the task in question is in connection with the following:

P2 = d .I I l -In -1 (38)

In view of the linearity of system of equations (27) function

Ima.(p&) is convex. Hence, for example, it follows that in the region

of the solvability of task (Fig. 3), determined (at the fixed value

of angle Ok) by the inequality

Pik Mi < Pik 4< .* m . (39)

in segment [Phmin; ?+m+tl there is a unique point P&?k*. at which

functional on set of permissible controls U reaches absolute
V 
.maximum [( , ,)-Slip/([1
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structure of optimal control 7 from the boundary conditions of task.

For determining the limiting values of final density Pimr, and

pt,. at fixed value Boit is necessary respectively to maximize and to

minimize in (27) coordinate Pi at the free f.nal flight speed. With

the help of the principle of L. S. Pontriagin's maximum we obtain the

appropriate programs of the control:

0 1 H 0 (s) O;(4

p.--p. ., Iop,={ 0 p O(s)< ° '

h.r T~pH 8(s)>0. (42)

Key: (1). with.

Value Pk. corresponds to the value of final density Pk' obtained

as a result of the solution of the problem about the maximum of value

in V, in free parameter Pk and fixed/recorded 8, In this case we have

p,=0, and therefore when Pk=----Pa

I 0I- . (43)

Integrating system (27) under the laws of control (41)-(43),

taking into account (38) and (40) we come to the following

inequalities, which isolate the regions of the boundary conditions of

tasks, which correspond to sign-constancy of parameter p2 (Fig. 4):
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( ___ (45)
a(COSTZa ai

wherea=.
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aj=P- ,
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of parameter p, for any values ?k and O, assigned in the region of the

solvability of task, and therefore the corresponding type of the

optimum program of control of the modulus/module of attitude of roll

[(36) or (37)].

It is characteristic that when Pi-P, in each of the regions of

boundary conditions (44) and (45) are valid the relationships/ratios

of form [OlI6I and 1%116,i respectively. In connection with this the

program of control of the attitude of roll of form (36) (Fig. 5)

corresponds to the more intense flight of apparatus from the dense

layers of the atmosphere (to high values of final angle .,

Let us note that on the basis of the physical sense of parameter

P 2, to condition p2 <0 corresponds decrease V,,a with decrease Ph when

1-c-ons or, that nevertheless, decrease V*.s, with increase %% when

P-cons Hence the sense of mutual (converted) task lies in the fact

that in fixed/recorded parameters Vand PA value 8h with p,<0(p 2 >O)

should be maximized (to minimize). It is analogous in fixed/recorded

parameters Vi and Sk with p1<0 (p2>0) should be minimized (to maximize)

value Ph- The latter is shown in Fig. 3 by arrows/pointers.

Fig. 6 depicts the typical dependence of the finite values of

the parameters of trajectory, which correspond to flight altitude

h1=100 km, and also apogee altitudes of trajectory , from the flight
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path angle .,. determined at the height taken as the conditional

boundary of the atmosphere, equal to h,=-70 K The value of

lift-drag ratio is accepted equal to K=1.5, and x,- - ° (sign

7=const).
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h.,, A7 Is/A

/ZJ L' jV ill

.-

Fig. 6. Fig. 7

Fig. 6. Effect lik on parameters of trajectory, which correspond to

flight altitude h=h' under law of control of form (36).

Key: (1). rn/s.

Fig. 7. Structure of optimal roll control during double

insertion/immersion of apparatus in the atmosphere.

Key: (1). Outer-atmosphere trajectory phase.
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It is characteristic that as a result of an increase in the

duration of flight at the maximum roll attitude with increase/growth

et the angle of rotation of the plane of motion Ai, and also the va'ue

of lateral deviation o continuously grow.

Using the results obtained above, let us construct the

approximate program of the piecewise constant control of the

modulus/module of roll attitude for the case, when

I Aiopt [> 1 .1 !. (6

For this purpose in the examination of the complete system of

equations of motion (6) we will use the specific character of the

programs of control, close to the optimum ones, in the following two

tasks, which are special cases of the task in question:

a) the task about reaching/achievement of fixed/recorded angle

0& with the maximum final rate in free parameters 7* and T (free angle

Alk);

b) the task about the rotation of the plane of motion to preset

angle ai(?hc) with the maximum final rate in free parameter 6.
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Specifically, taking into account that in the second task as

this was shown V. P. Plokhikh, the program of the attitude of roll of

form 7=const on the functional is sufficiently close one to the

optimum, let us represent the general routine of control in the form

(36) and (37), assuming that the minimum value of modulus/module :71

in (2) corresponds to certain value f"'(, necessary for the rotation

of velocity vector to angle -

Thus, as a result of replacing limitation (2) by the inequality

(47)

the approximate program of roll attitude in the class of the

oiecewise constant functions takes the following form:

-= , IVpu 6, < (s) < < ; (48)
jiflpH 6. <9 (s) h

H{1I (AOnp, 6.<6(s) 8.; 6.>o;
,L' npH 6, ( (s) < 0 (49)

Key: (1) with.

In connection with task "b" in (48) we have O.-6S, and in (49),

correspondingly, S.eO,.

One should say that since the value of angle 1i usually is

previously unknown, when 8ai,#0 the parameter Ki in (47) is subject

to optimization.
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Let us note finally that from the linearity of the system of

equations of motion (27) the analogy in the structure of control of

the modulus/module of roll attitude easily follows in the atmospheric

trajectory phases in the case of the double insertion/immersion of

apparatus in the atmosphere. in this case the type of the approximate

program of control [(36) or (37)], adjusted as a result of the

examination of the task about the maximization of the flight speed at

the end of each of the atmospheric trajectory phases at the fixed

values of the angles of arrival Otiopt and Oh:opi depends on the

value of the latter. Thus, Fig. 7 shows the structure of control in

connection with the case, when , 16 h1!>10 1,I, 28>I 8.2I.

In the examination of the real motion, described by a precise

system of equations (1j, it is convenient to use the fact that the

program 7y is dividing two types of the approximate in (23) control,

which is characterized either by the amplification of the

fluctuations of flight altitude [formula (36)], or by damping the

fluctuations [formula (37)indicated].

Page 14.

In this case as the fundamental characteristic of the approximate
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control 7 apogee altitude of the outer-atmosphere ellipse of

trajectory f=h,(Oh, V, p2), can be accepted since when pk-const, (in

view of freedom of movement in the plane of scanning/sweep from the

angle of bank) parameters 0, and V, are wholly determined by the

structure of control of the modulus/module of roll attitude. Then,

for example, in the case of the single insertion/immersion of

apparatus in the atmosphere when h,: h1. should be used a

structure of the control of form (36), and when h,,;h'

respectively form (37). It is characteristic that if in the first

case to limitation of the type of equality h(t,)=h' to final flight

altitude h(t,) is eqvivalent limitation of the type of the

conditional inequality of form h(t,),h', then in the second case the

limitation of form h(t,)1h' is eqiivalent to it.

EXAMPLE

Let vs consider the task about the rotation of the plane of

motion with the yield condition at the end of the maneuver into the

point WX', (P, h'), with t.ie madimum final rate.

The initial parameters of motion we will consider the following:

h(0)=130 km; V(0)=7820 m/s; 8( 0)=-l*,5; 1(0)=0.
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As the limitation to the roll attitude let us take inequality of

I-yi,87 0.

For the construction of the program of control in the class of

the piecewise-zontinuous functions we will use formula (15).

Taking into account P (t)=O with the designations of the form

Cos;.Cos - Ip(t1) ._._ __,

sin "~

from relationships/ratios (13), (15) and (18) we obtain

tg. D A cos i sin - B cos- cos PCos: sin - E cos .cos 5 ' sin ' (50)

where .4=cos:sin--k').
B = g='cos -z cos (k-- M) - sin , .. :
D= sin Cos - sin (k - k') sin --cos -

-=-cos os, + tg , Isin ? cos1 7cos CA - k)- sn q sin (k - kt)].

As a result the program of roll control proves to be

biparametric. The parameters t and /3 are selected from the condition

of falling in point (vD, XI, h').

In the case in question is realized the double

insertion/immersion of apparatus in the atmosphere (Fig. 8), and

change 7 leads to the amplification of the fluctuations of flight

altitude h, since/;
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h1 1 >hT-o. h=o<h'. (51)

Let us compare the now obtained program of control with the

approximate control 7 (t) in the class of the piecewise constant

functions. Taking into account (51), let us consider the program of

the control of form (48), assuming/setting attitude of roll ' by

identical for each of the sections of the insertion/immersion of

apparatus in the atmosphere. As a result we come to the four-stage

approximation of function 7(t): The unknown

parameters are modulus/module f t, and also two moments/torques of

changeover Tra to value y=7.

Page 15.

From Fig. 8 it is evident that the obtained law 7(t) on the

whole correctly reflects the behavior of stepless control. The error

in the value of the maximized final rate, obtained as a result of a

similar approximation, composes the value of order 1%. It is obvious

that the accuracy of approximation can be increased, if we, for

example, 7, and 7, optimize independent of each other.

It should be noted that in spite of a larger number of free

parameters, the construction of the piecewise constant program of

N
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control indicated proves to be simpler in comparison with the

procedure of the use of formula (50),
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F-

Fig. 8. Optimum stepped approximation of control y(s).


